
Hungarian Vizsla Society Championship     
 Show Results - Saturday, 13 April 2024 
Judge: Mrs Sue Harris (Barleyarch) 
 

DCC 7 - Highforce All or Nothing JW (Ms E M Bradley) 

RDCC 61 - Kincsem Break Every Rule (Miss E & Ms T Miles & Watkins) 

BCC 54 - Sh Ch Layways Cinnamon Girl (Mr S Layton) 

RBCC 9 - Sh Ch Vizslanya Vivmany by Highforce JW ShCM ShCEx VW (Ms E M Bradley) 

BOB 54 - Sh Ch Layways Cinnamon Girl (Mr S Layton) 

BP 61 - Kincsem Break Every Rule (Miss E & Ms T Miles & Watkins) 

BV 9 - Sh Ch Vizslanya Vivmany by Highforce JW ShCM ShCEx VW (Ms E M Bradley) 

BBP 23 - Roughshoot Tiffin (Mrs P & Mr A Connolly) 

BPD 61 - Kincsem Break Every Rule (Miss E & Ms T Miles & Watkins) 

BPB 77 - Kincsem Private Dancer (Ms S Rutherford) 

BFT 90 - Ch Piroseg Mandarin of Perllanside JW (Miss J Wall) 

I would like to thank The Hungarian Vizsla Society for my invitation to judge this lovely breed, my 
stewards who worked hard to keep everything on track, and of course the exhibitors for bringing their 
dogs. I thoroughly enjoyed judging this friendly well organised show and found some really lovely dogs. 
Having observed this breed for more years than I care to remember, I did note a couple of areas to keep 
an eye on. This is a utilitarian breed and as such we should never lose sight of their original purpose, 
they should be robust and have the strength and power to carry sizable game across a ploughed field, a 
few here today, though attractive in outline, might struggle with that task. Also, heads, I remember 
those classic heads from years gone by, they had strength in the forefaces to enable them to carry 
game easily, don’t let the finer muzzles become the norm. On a handling note, there were numerous 
lovely dogs that were presented in such a way that they appeared “bum high” and yet on the move 
they looked perfectly balanced, this unfortunately did have a part to play in some hair splitting 
decisions, please take a look in a mirror every once in a while to check you are presenting your dogs to 
their best, it would be a shame to lose out with a good dog! 

1. Hungarian Vizsla - Baby Puppy Dog 
Entries: 2    Absentees: 0 

1ST 70 - Roughshoot Seabiscuit at Parmelly (Mr S & Mrs K Palmer) 
Such a sound pup, straight forelegs and tight well-padded feet, good depth all 
through, firm middle piece, well balanced, moderate angulations, head just right for 
age, has length but not developed width as yet, very promising, and so sound and 
collected on the move, lost out to the bitch through his love of grub! 

2ND 14 - Vizslanya Domenkos (Mr S & Mrs K M Challis) 
Not quite as forward as the winner, sweet head and expression, excellent in topline 
well angulated fore and aft, typical outline, another who moved well, just not quite 
the strength behind as the winner atm, but another pleasing prospect. 

 



2. Hungarian Vizsla - Baby Puppy Bitch 
Entries: 2    Absentees: 0 

1ST 23 - Roughshoot Tiffin (Mrs P & Mr A Connolly) 
Built on lovely lines, with gorgeous head and dark eyes for her age. Well balanced all 
through, good depth of chest, straight forelegs and tight feet, needs some ringcraft 
to settle her down but to be expected at her age and I do like a bit of character in a 
baby, such a scopy mover. Best Baby Puppy in Show 

2ND 35 - Glenbrows Reminiscent (Ms C Gammon) 
Not quite as forward as the winner and still to develop the width all through, 
balanced angles, steady mover, tight well-padded feet, feel she has probably just 
had a growth spurt and needs to balance up a little, needs a bit more time but has 
promise. 

3. Hungarian Vizsla - Minor Puppy Dog 
Entries: 1    Absentees: 0 

1ST 3 - Bitcon Imagine This (Mrs K Armstrong) 
This youngster seemed a little overawed today, but still did his job. Excellent topline 
and tail set, well set shoulders, good depth of brisket, good length of back and short 
loin, moderately angulated, eyes a touch pale at the moment which gave him a 
slightly worried expression, had a reachy gait but moved a little low to the ground 
hopefully time and experience will resolve this. 

4. Hungarian Vizsla - Puppy Dog 
Entries: 3    Absentees: 0 

1ST 61 - Kincsem Break Every Rule (Miss E & Ms T Miles & Watkins) 
Well-presented pup. Liked his head, has length and strength through foreface, yet to 
break in skull, soft expression, eyes still darkening. Good straight forelegs, front toes a 
touch long, strong rear quarters, super balanced outline, excellent strong topline 
and tail set, clean coming and going, it was his long easy striding movement that 
drew me in, any youngster that moves like this must have a bright future. So much 
so that he ended up winning BPIS and the Reserve DCC! 
 

2ND 80 - Oakswarren Feel The Heat at Alaszdale (ai) (Miss H Senior) 
Very typical dog, slightly stronger in back skull than winner, good depth of chest, 
strong loin, pleasing outline, moved soundly, very true in rear action, not quite the 
overall balance of winner, but time on his side. 

3RD 3 - Bitcon Imagine This (Mrs K Armstrong) 

5. Hungarian Vizsla - Junior Dog 
Entries: 1    Absentees: 0 

1ST 86 - Bitcon Northern Dancer (Mr D Underdown) 



Very neat in outline, correct length of foreface, head still developing. Appealing on 
the stack. Good topline and tail set, a touch slack in front pasterns, but correct tight 
feet. His rear quarters are very well angulated but are set too wide, which caused 
him to skip every so often, a slower pace will suit this boy better I feel. 

6. Hungarian Vizsla - Yearling Dog 
Entries: 10    Absentees: 4 

1ST 79 - Nemzet Kincse Ipa of Alazsdale (Imp Hun) (Miss H Senior) 
Still young in comparison to his classmates. Head just filling out nicely, dark eyes 
with sweet expression, typical outline. Well balanced all through with good quarters. 
Good topline and tailset sound and free on the move. 

2ND 28 - Amarantos Katana for Ertekes JW (Mrs R & Mrs L Da Silva & Sexton) 
Different stamp and bigger all over than winner but still correct. Sound and well-
made throughout. Head well balanced, with dark eyes, moderate angles, good 
depth of chest, economical mover, just a touch plainer than the winner for me today. 

3RD 72 - Wallaroo Duncan Disorderly (Mrs A R & Mr G Porter-Manning & Porter) 

RES 74 - Vizslanya Varur with Thrihyrne JW (Mrs P J Reakes) 

VHC 66 - Szajani Vidor (Ms A Newman) 

7. Hungarian Vizsla - Novice Dog 
Entries: 5    Absentees: 2 

1ST 66 - Szajani Vidor (Ms A Newman) 
A dog of good type, lovely head with dark eyes and good expression, correct in both 
front and rear quarters, very well balanced, good depth through his middle piece. 
Had a tendency to pace but when corrected showed and even stride, handler needs 
to work on this to get the best from him. 

2ND 10 - Goviz Spring Tide (ai) (Mrs M & Mr R Cavaye) 
Another dog of pleasing overall shape, good topline and tail set, appealing head, 
sound on the move. 

3RD 3 - Bitcon Imagine This (Mrs K Armstrong) 

8. Hungarian Vizsla - Post Graduate Dog 
Entries: 9    Absentees: 0 

1ST 25 - Kentwone Dreamer (Mrs G & Mr D Curzon-Price) 
Well-presented dog with super clean-cut outline, strong topline and tail set, 
moderate angles. His overall conformation is spot on. Just felt his coat was a touch 
dark and his pigmentation around the eyes and nose was pale slightly detracting 
from that true vizsla expression, in spite of his very dark eyes, moved with drive and 
was clean both coming and going.  



2ND 52 - Nordicfield Dancing Brave (Miss S Jones) 
Appealing dog, moderate angles fore and aft, good neck and shoulders, deep chest 
pleasing outline moved both soundly and evenly, just not quite the strength in rear 
as the winner. 

3RD 39 - Goviz Spring Rains by Viszaset (ai) (Miss N & Mr S & Mrs M & Mrs C Green & Martin & Martin & 
Ryan) 

RES 66 - Szajani Vidor (Ms A Newman) 

VHC 10 - Goviz Spring Tide (ai) (Mrs M & Mr R Cavaye) 

9. Hungarian Vizsla - Limit Dog 
Entries: 6    Absentees: 0 

1ST 98 - Avar Hunter Danube Slovakia (Miss A Zafar) 
Loved his head and eyes, a proper old fashioned typical head type. Nice size, 
moderate angulation fore and aft, rich coloured jacket, good topline and tail set, 
well-made throughout, moved both soundly and economically. 

2ND 33 - Zebec Frankel (Mrs J & Miss J Dolman) 
Another pleasing dog, super for type, well balanced throughout, good outline, very 
attractive head and eye, moved well. 

3RD 78 - Feldirk Moon River of Alaszdale (Miss H Senior) 

RES 49 - Alfizsbet Pike O'stickle von Argyros (Miss E A Harrison) 

VHC 10 - Goviz Spring Tide (ai) (Mrs M & Mr R Cavaye) 

10. Hungarian Vizsla - Open Dog 
Entries: 5    Absentees: 0 

1ST 7 - Highforce All or Nothing JW (Ms E M Bradley) 
This boy has all the essentials but sometimes makes it difficult to appreciate them. 
Very typical. Good head with soft expression, eyes of medium colour, excellent coat 
and condition, correct shoulders with good legs and feet, well balanced with 
moderate angles. Each time I looked, his outline changed, but when stacked four 
square he is difficult to fault, he moves as he should both easily and with drive Dog 
CC and RBIS. I believe his 3rd CC, Congratulations! 

2ND 12 - Vizslanya Aragonia JW ShCEx OSW (Mr S & Mrs K M Challis) 
Slightly smaller than the winner, but beautifully balanced all through, super outline 
decent head and dark eyes. Moved very well. Little to fault in terms of construction or 
make and shape, just a touch darker than is my preference. 

3RD 73 - Wallaroo Hawk Eye JW (Mrs A R & Mr G Porter-Manning & Porter) 

RES 76 - Kincsem Its Now or Never (Ms S Rutherford) 

VHC 87 - Kenxtwen Chocolate Chip at Baratja (Mr D Underdown) 



11. Hungarian Vizsla - Champion Dog 
Entries: 3    Absentees: 2 

1ST 55 - Ch Layways Noah's Mill (Mr S Layton) 
Very typical dog with a glorious head and dark eyes. Pleasing outline with strong 
topline and tail set, moderate angles fore and aft and moved soundly, just prefer him 
to be a little neater in front but a worthy titleholder. 

12. Hungarian Vizsla - Field Trial Dog 
Entries: 2    Absentees: 0 

1ST 67 - Vizash Crisanto del Acquadoro (Mrs S Northwood) 
Good head with dark eyes and soft expression, slightly long in ear but set correctly. 
Appeared to be a touch square in outline, would have preferred a little more length 
through his ribbing.  Good depth of brisket and strong topline. Moved soundly and 
evenly. 

2ND 48 - Szajani Szeder (Mrs S L Harris) 
This boy was giving away age today, but so sound and even on the move, pleasing 
head and eye, moderate angles fore and aft, strong topline and tail set. 

13. Hungarian Vizsla - Veteran Dog 
Entries: 4    Absentees: 1 

Three good dogs, all a credit to their owners. 

1ST 22 - Sh Ch Oroshaza Chukar VW Cw18 (Mrs D, Mrs C & Miss E Clubb, Mason & Findlay) 
Super for type, not a big dog but still retains masculinity. Good head with lovely soft 
expression, a touch throaty, he is moderate all through, good depth through brisket 
and loin, very sound in quarters, his drive could get the better of him on the move 
and cause his to be less fluid, but a very worthy of his title. 

2ND 11 - Highforce Future Legend for Vizslanya JW ShCEx VW (Mr S & Mrs K M Challis) 
A well-presented dog, excellent shoulders, but slightly shorter in foreleg, good depth 
and overall body shape, moved so soundly, again a touch dark which slightly 
detracted from his overall picture. Moved very well. 

3RD 27 - Sh Ch Bournehouse Crispin (Mrs R & Mr J Da Silva) 

14. Hungarian Vizsla - Minor Puppy Bitch 
Entries: 3    Absentees: 0 

1ST 41 - Sevensden Autumnal Gold (Mrs T Gregory) 
Only got a glimpse of her true outline, she is raw but it's all there. Sweet head and 
pleasing expression, good length and depth, nice tight feet, a touch bum high on 
the stack at the moment but was sound and even on the move. Very promising. 

2ND 64 - Bitcon Put A Spell On You (Ms A & Ms B Morton & Milicevic) 



This youngster is at that “legs and wings” stage, smart in outline, excellent topline 
and very well angulated, sound on the move just a touch fine for me all over. 

3RD 36 - Russetmantle Lilou (Dr S Gottlieb) 

15. Hungarian Vizsla - Puppy Bitch 
Entries: 6    Absentees: 1 

1ST 77 - Kincsem Private Dancer (Ms S Rutherford) 
Though she is clearly still a baby and needs to develop she appealed greatly. Head 
needs to develop but strong foreface and soft expression, eyes still darkening. Good 
length to height but stacks a little “bum high” at present, moderate angulations. Its 
only when you ask her to move does everything slot into place and she shows this 
long strong easy stride, which won her Best Puppy Bitch. 

2ND 26 - Parcroft Destiny (Mrs G & Mr D Curzon-Price) 
Another youngster with promise. Very similar in style to winner, slightly steeper in 
upper arm, but lovely outline topline and tail set. Moved soundly just couldn’t quite 
match the stride of the winner today. 

3RD 60 - Facanvadasz Demeter (Mrs H F Melvin) 

RES 64 - Bitcon Put A Spell On You (Ms A & Ms B Morton & Milicevic) 

VHC 36 - Russetmantle Lilou (Dr S Gottlieb) 

16. Hungarian Vizsla - Junior Bitch 
Entries: 3    Absentees: 1 

1ST 42 - Castledogley Firenze JW (Mr D J & Ms E M Hardcastle & Bradley) 
Not a big girl and doesn’t always do herself justice on the stack appearing to bunch 
up. She is both sound and typical, neat head with dark eyes and soft expression, well 
angulated quarters, on the move she has a sound even stride and shows her outline 
off to better effect. 

2ND 26 - Parcroft Destiny (Mrs G & Mr D Curzon-Price) 

17. Hungarian Vizsla - Yearling Bitch 
Entries: 12    Absentees: 5 

1ST 15 - Vizslanya Vizi JW (Mr S & Mrs K M Challis) 
Another beautifully made dog from this kennel, little to fault in conformation, 
excellent head, a touch loose in front pastern, excellent shoulders, moderate and 
balanced angles. Again, her colouring simply doesn’t help her, and her pale 
pigmentation affect what could be a super expression from her dark eyes. Moved 
well both ways. 

2ND 24 - Amarantos Bellaria at Castlefield (Miss J & Mrs A Coombe) 



Slightly finer than the winner, and not quite so good over her croup. Pleasing and 
typical outline, with moderate angulations, lovely head and soft expression. Moved 
well. 

3RD 88 - Perllanside Fly The Flag (Miss J Wall) 

RES 34 - Vizslanya Pafrany for Zinniaviz JW (Mrs L & Miss L Elliott) 

VHC 4 - Silvestre’s Hot Stuff (Mrs L Bell) 

18. Hungarian Vizsla - Novice Bitch 
Entries: 9    Absentees: 4 

1ST 93 - Nordicfield Desert Gold (Mrs R Warner) 
A beautifully balanced typical girl, excellent legs and feet, sweet head, eyes still 
darkening, correct outline with depth all through. Moved on a very easy stride. 
Surprised to see her in Novice. 

2ND 38 - Goviz Spring Bouquet (ai) (Mrs S & Mr J Govier) 
Another pleasing girl. Very balanced throughout, would prefer slightly more 
strength in foreface, but has a soft expression. Stacked a little bum high but when 
asked to move she balanced right back up and moved with drive. 

3RD 4 - Silvestre’s Hot Stuff (Mrs L Bell) 

RES 16 - Vizellven Eks Vanilli (Mr R & Mrs C Chellumbrun) 

VHC 58 - Vizellven Eks Velvet (Mrs N Maycock) 

19. Hungarian Vizsla - Post Graduate Bitch 
Entries: 6    Absentees: 1 

1ST 82 - Nemzet Kincse True Savannah for Szentromai (Imp Hun) (Mrs J E & Mr L A St Romaine) 
Very typical all through, very balanced outline, deep chest, slightly long front toes, 
sound in quarters, moderate angulation. Correct head with dark eyes and soft 
expression, moved well. 

2ND 59 - Vizslanya Manya (Mrs S Mellish) 
Super head and eye giving a lovely expression. Overall good make and shape but 
again can stack bum high which she corrects on the move showing a long effortless 
stride. 

3RD 68 - Szajani Ekko at Novapak (Mr J R & Mrs S M Novis) 

RES 30 - Perllanside Royal Fanfare (Miss S Davis) 

VHC 16 - Vizellven Eks Vanilli (Mr R & Mrs C Chellumbrun) 



20. Hungarian Vizsla - Limit Bitch 
Entries: 11    Absentees: 2 

1ST 40 - Nevedith Nyari Breeze (Mrs T Gregory) 
Not a big girl but beautifully balanced. Well angulated fore and aft, both lively and 
sound on the move, excellent shoulders, good topline and tail set, would have 
preferred a little more strength in foreface but lovely soft expression. 

2ND 75 - Kincsem Ferrari (Ms S Rutherford) 
Gorgeous head and expression, appealed for overall type. Well-constructed 
throughout and could have been my winner but not so settled on the stack and paid 
the penalty. Moved soundly with drive. 

3RD 92 - Nordicfield Dawn Run (Mrs R Warner) 

RES 59 - Vizslanya Manya (Mrs S Mellish) 

VHC 83 - Lindenwood Hocus Pocus (Miss N Steeden) 

21. Hungarian Vizsla - Open Bitch 
Entries: 7    Absentees: 3 

1ST 6 - Ambravittoriya Art of Love for Marghele (Imp Rus) JW (Miss K G Bradley) 
Found this class difficult as each dog had its merits but quite different in type. This 
girl won on her better construction and overall presentation. Difficult to fault her 
construction and movement. On the top for size, well boned legs and feet, good 
depth all through strong rear quarters moved very well, may be a touch plain for me. 

2ND 21 - Oroshaza Lucy Locket (Mrs D & Mrs C Clubb & Mason) 

I preferred this girl for type to the winner, smaller all through, pleasing outline, good 
depth of chest, well balanced throughout, moved soundly just felt she was a little 
steep over her croup and would have preferred a touch more strength in foreface.  

3RD 13 - Vizslanya Csibe JW (Mr S & Mrs K M Challis) 

RES 8 - Highforce One Vision (Ms E M Bradley) 

22. Hungarian Vizsla - Champion Bitch 
Entries: 4    Absentees: 1 

A trio of lovely bitches 

1ST 54 - Sh Ch Layways Cinnamon Girl (Mr S Layton) 
This was it, I found that certain something. Perfect for type. Her head, neck and 
shoulders are exquisite, clean cut, arched neck the most wonderful head and 
expression. Strong legs with good feet, strong topline, well angulated rear quarters 
and fit as a flea. I would have like just a smidge less length in loin but thats about all I 
could fault. Just my cup of tea and ended with Bitch CC and BIS. 

2ND 43 - Sh Ch Vizslanya Sziena JW ShCEx OSW (Mr D J & Ms E M Hardcastle & Bradley) 



Another girl excelling in type, super head and darkest of eyes, deep through brisket, 
strong topline and short coupled, excellent coat and condition, not quite so settled 
on the move as the winner today but moved soundly, nonetheless. 

3RD 91 - Sh Ch Danton Obsession with Tantaraviz ShCEx (Miss C M Ward) 

23. Hungarian Vizsla - Field Trial Bitch 
Entries: 2    Absentees: 1 

1ST 90 - Ch Piroseg Mandarin of Perllanside JW (Miss J Wall) 
A lovely type, pleasing head with dark eye and soft expression, moderate angles fore 
and aft, good depth of brisket, slightly soft in pasterns, moved soundly with an easy 
stride. 

24. Hungarian Vizsla - Veteran Bitch 
Entries: 3    Absentees: 0 

1ST 9 - Sh Ch Vizslanya Vivmany by Highforce JW ShCM ShCEx VW (Ms E M Bradley) 
This girl belies her 10 years, her conformation is so correct that she can't stand 
wrong, and I suspect this is what has allowed her to stand the test of time. Only her 
grey gives a hint at her age. Neat as a pin, lovely head with super vizsla expression, 
excellent for type, sound as a bell. Reserve Bitch CC and Best Veteran in Show. 

2ND 5 - Glaslleb Skyfall (Mrs L & Miss S Bell) 

Another who belies her age, great make and shape, dark eyes with lovely expression, 
good topline, typical all through. Moved soundly. 

3RD 17 - Vizellven Ocean Y' Aye (Mr R & Mrs C Chellumbrun) 

25. Hungarian Vizsla - Brace 
Entries: 8    Absentees: 0 

1ST 88 - Perllanside Fly The Flag (Miss J Wall) 
What a super matching pair of typical Vizslas. Both excellent for type, and 
soundness, no surprise they were siblings, what a nice litter that must have been. 

2ND 92 - Nordicfield Dawn Run (Mrs R Warner) 
Another well matched pair, again appealed greatly, not quite as even as the winners 
but lovely heads and sound on the move. 

3RD 86 - Bitcon Northern Dancer (Mr D Underdown) 

 

 

Judge: Miss Joanna MacLaine (Greyspirit) 



Gay Gottlieb Memorial Special Awards  

 
Thanks to the committee for their kind invitation to judge the special award classes. Thanks 

too to the exhibitors who entered and afforded me the opportunity to go over their lovely 
dogs. I had 3 very capable stewards to help keep me on track and keep things moving, so 

thanks also goes to Maura, Dawn and Elaine.  
 

There was a great atmosphere on the day with the halls being shared by the two Gordon 
Setter shows and the Pointer show. What a fabulous idea being able to venue share in this 

way, I think it worked brilliantly and was enjoyed by everyone I spoke to. 
Thank you for my lovely gift at the end of judging and the most enjoyable hospitality, lunch 

was delicious. I had a fabulous time. 

27. Gay Gottlieb Memorial Special Awards - Special Award Junior 
Entries: 5    Absentees: 0 

1ST 42 - Castledogley Firenze JW (Mr D J & Ms E M Hardcastle & Bradley) 
This young lady didn’t immediately attract attention when stacked, appearing a little tense 
and uncomfortable, but when she moved, she really drew my eye with her powerful positive 
action and strong level topline. Attractive head piece with correct median line, stop and 
width of skull. Well coloured eyes and well-set ears hanging close to dry cheeks. Strong neck 
set smoothly into well laid-back shoulders and correct return of upper arm. Good bone and 
straight legs into well-padded feet. Short back, well ribbed back, correct croup and tail set 
and correct moderate tuck and short loin. Good width of thigh and well-muscled, correct 
stifle and short straight hocks. All together a most attractive well-made young lady with a 
positive future ahead.   

2ND 64 - Bitcon Put A Spell On You (Ms A & Ms B Morton & Milicevic) 
Very appealing baby who was giving a lot away in age, but her quality shone through to win 
her well-deserved place here. Everything exactly as you would expect for her age and 
developing beautifully. Correct head, clean neck into shoulders, lovely pro sternum, good 
bone all through and lovely cat like padded feet with short nails. Level topline, short backed 
and short loin, correct underline. Balanced angulation fore and aft, well let down hocks and 
moved with a very positive action at a correct pace with accurate footfall. Once to watch as 
she matures as I’m sure she’ll be up there with the best.  

3RD 86 - Bitcon Northern Dancer (Mr D Underdown) 

RES 77 - Kincsem Private Dancer (Ms S Rutherford) 

VHC 60 - Facanvadasz Demeter (Mrs H F Melvin) 

28. Gay Gottlieb Memorial Special Awards - Special Award Postgraduate 
Entries: 16    Absentees: 4 

1ST 92 - Nordicfield Dawn Run (Mrs R Warner) 



Lovely moderate bitch. Appealed on first look due to her overall balanced appearance. Classic 
head, with good median line and moderate stop, good ears. Correct neck with strength and 
well laid-back shoulders. Correct legs and feet with good forechest which some lacked. Level 
topline held on the move, correct depth of chest and spring of rib, short strong loin. Muscled 
rear and balanced angulation all through allowed good drive from rear and reach in front.   
  
2ND 68 - Szajani Ekko at Novapak (Mr J R & Mrs S M Novis) 
Slightly smaller than first. Another who appealed for her type and conformation on first look. 
Also has an attractive, correct head and well-placed ears with good leathers. Neck flows into 
correct shoulders, correct bone and good feet. Lovely fore chest well held topline, short back, 
strong loin and correct set on of tail. Good underline. Well-muscled thighs and correct short 
straight hocks. Stylish mover with correct reach and drive and footfall. 

 3RD 82 - Nemzet Kincse True Savannah for Szentromai (Imp Hun) (Mrs J E & Mr L A St Romaine) 

RES 34 - Vizslanya Pafrany for Zinniaviz JW (Mrs L & Miss L Elliott) 

VHC 30 - Perllanside Royal Fanfare (Miss S Davis) 

29. Gay Gottlieb Memorial Special Awards - Special Award Open 
Entries: 10    Absentees: 1 

1ST 91 - Sh Ch Danton Obsession with Tantaraviz ShCEx (Miss C M Ward) 
On first look I thought this lady a shade too well endowed in front; however she excelled in 
movement and when stacked subsequently looked an absolute picture of balance. On the 
move she was expertly handled to show off her breed attributes and excellent muscle with 
wonderful reach and drive. Most attractive head and expression, strength in neck which 
flowed into well placed shoulders through to a level topline and correctly set and carried tail. 
Lovely bone, well-manicured feet and balanced complementary angles front and rear. 
Positive free mover and flowed round the ring. 

2ND 75 - Kincsem Ferrari (Ms S Rutherford) 
Another most appealing attractive lady who presented a balanced picture. Lovely dry head, 
good median line, correct ears and expression. Clean through neck, withers and topline. Well 
carried and set tail. Lovely bone with good legs and feet, well-muscled and angulated rear 
and front legs well under her. Displayed reach and drive on the move and had positive 
footfall. 

3RD 37 - Russetmantle Maia (ai) (Dr S Gottlieb) 

RES 6 - Ambravittoriya Art of Love for Marghele (Imp Rus) JW (Miss K G Bradley) 

VHC 21 - Oroshaza Lucy Locket (Mrs D & Mrs C Clubb & Mason) 

 


